St Rose embraced the Olympics on Wednesday starting with the K-2 Mini Olympics Tabloid. In keeping with the Australian Book Week theme, the House teams were named after an Australian animal. Each team earned points at 9 different events including hula hoops, relays, obstacle course, soccer, basketball and tennis.

Years 3, 4 and 5 were going to play a round-robin competition in basketball, soccer and hockey, respectively. However, due to the wet weather, we remained undercover so they followed a similar format to the K-2 Mini Olympic Tabloid.

Gold, Silver and Bronze medals were presented at the end of each session:

**K-2**
- Gold: Rainbow Lorikeets
- Silver: Rose Wallabies
- Bronze: Xavier Emus

**Years 3 and 5**
- Gold: Great Britain
- Silver: New Zealand
- Bronze: USA

**Year 4**
- Gold: Switzerland
- Silver: Germany
- Bronze: Italy

Thank you to the International Olympic Committee, otherwise known as Year 6, who did a wonderful job hosting the events as team captains, event officials and time keeper.